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The Collected Poems of W. B. Yeats includes all of the poems authorized by Yeats for inclusion in
his standard canon. Breathtaking in range, it encompasses the entire arc of his career, from
luminous reworkings of ancient Irish myths and legends to passionate meditations on the demands
and rewards of youth and old age, from exquisite, occasionally whimsical songs of love, nature, and
art to somber and angry poems of life in a nation torn by war and uprising. In observing the
development of rich and recurring images and themes over the course of his body of work, we can
trace the quest of this century's greatest poet to unite intellect and artistry in a single magnificent
vision. Revised and corrected, this edition includes Yeats's own notes on his poetry, complemented
by explanatory notes from esteemed Yeats scholar Richard J. Finneran. The Collected Poems of W.
B. Yeats is the most comprehensive edition of one of the world's most beloved poets available in
paperback.
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This review refers to Finneran's Revised Second Edition (paperback) 8x5x1.25 inches in size.Much
mention made here of the quality of the paper upon which these priceless and comprehensive
poems are here printed.This is a reader's copy, something to carry and to read. It is not furnishings
for your room. It is not furniture. It is not personal adornment. This is the book of Life, to be opened,
to be read.Yes your reading may take its toll upon the vulnerable, gentle binding. Yes, your reading
may find one day pages browning, of the old paperstock similar to old paperback books. But this
book is to be read, not closed and saved and never seen. Read this book.If you wish a book for

adornment more than for reading, a book which may also withstand intensive reading over a
lifetime, please go for the more costly The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats Volume I The Poems.
You will still use this humble, serviceable paperback book for your daily reading of Yeats, your
nightly study of his lyric and lore.This is the book you may write in with joy and no regrets. It even
has extra sheets for such a notation, and generous margins for your personal annotation and other
marginalia, the ennegrams which arise upon dreaming with Yeats.I can add nothing to what has
already been said regarding the need within the human soul to read Yeats, to know Yeats, to love
Yeats, to feel Yeats nearby throughout our long, lonely pilgrimage here. I can only defend this
particular copy of Mr. Yeat's complete selection of his poetry for his official and authorized canon.
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